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WALKTHROUGH

note: this part gives only the quickest way to finish the game. You may
refer to the Details of the rooms and Sub-quests sections for further in-
formation.Some optional items easy to get on the way are specified bet-
ween [ ].

Normal / Alterated / Silence mansion:
ere are 3 different mansions: the normal one, the alterated one and the
silent one.
- e Normal one is, as its name says, the one in which you play most of
the time.
- You can enter the Alterated mansion thanks to little black smoke floa-
ting in the normal mansion. To get out of the alterated mansion, you have
to find another floating shadow. ough the alterated mansion is more
dangerous, some items are only accessible in it.
- After the 3rd Boss, you enter the Silent mansion. It’s quite similar with
the Normal one, but with some new events/items.

1-Room of the boy
Just after the introduction, take the Diary and Ink pots on the table,
near the window.
[Unknown photo on the table]
en remove the carpet in the middle of the room, open the trap-
door, and jump into the hole.

2-Stockroom
Just leave the room by the exit at the bottom.



[Map of the 2nd floor between the top-right boxes]
[1 Candle on the floor, bottom-left part of the room]

3-Outside
Just go to the entrance of the mansion, right part.

4-Corridor 1
You can kill the shadow in the right part.
en enter the bottom door.

5-Dining room
After the automatic dialogue, you have to resolve the first Path Rid-
dle:

--------------------------Path Riddle 1--------------------------
Goal : give the boy exactly 10mg of morphine

-fill syringe A
-fill B with A (so there are 3mg left in A)
-give A to the boy (so he has now 3mg)
-fill syringe A again (so there are 7mg left in A)
-give A to the boy
-3mg + 7mg = 10mg : SUCCEED !

note : if you make a mistake, you have to keep going until giving more
than 10mg to the boy. en shadows will appear, and you have to defeat
them to start the riddle again from the beginning.

----------------------End of Path Riddle 1----------------------

Back to the normal dining room, take the Small golden key in the left
open drawer (bottom of the room), and go back to corridor 1.
Open the kitchen door and enter (on the right wall, just next to the
dining room door).

6-Kitchen



You can take the Lighter (on the gas stove) and a Candle (in a dra-
wer, top part).
Just go to the other door on the right side...

CAREFULL: 1st BOSS HEAD!

7-Hall
After the dialogue, you will have to fight the first boss of the game:
Father William.

He desapear right away, and reappear after you
kill 2 shadows. But sometimes he can also attack
you and briefly reappear when doing so. Just try
to kill him as quick as you can.

After the boss, you will have to challenge the first
Boss Riddles.
See the concerned section for the answers.

-----------------------
After the recollection secquence, you will enter
for the first time in the Alterated mansion. All
the doors in the Hall will be blocked by railing,
so just go back to the Dining room. On the way,
in the Kitchen, take a Flashlight in the open dra-
wer (you will need it later).
Once in the Dining room (you can breath some
flower there), touch the Black Smoke located in
the middle-right part (be carefull of the enemy
nearby).
-> You’re back in the Normal mansion now.

-----------------------
At this point, you have several ways to explore
the mansion. Many rooms are now accessible.
e following path is one of the quickest.



8-Corridor 2
Go back to the Hall, and exit by the upper-left door (the lower one
on the same wall is locked from the other side). It leads you to the
Corridor 2.
Here, the Stranger will block the way and you will have to resolve
the Path Riddle 2.

--------------------------Path Riddle 2--------------------------
e three paintings in the corridor have been alterated. You have to
find their «resonance», hidden in other parts of the mansion, to turn
them back to normal.
- Painting 1 : on the floor of the Vestibule.
- Painting 2 : on the wall (top-left) of the Stockroom.
- Painting 3 : on the wall (top-right) of the Bathroom, 2nd floor.
Once all the paintings are back to normal, you can open the door
leading to the Living room.

----------------------End of Path Riddle 2----------------------

Go back all the way to the Stockroom, and go examine the Painting
on the top wall (some shadows will attack you so be careful).
en go back to the Hall, and go up to the stairs, to reach the corri-
dor 4.

9-Corridor 4
Many doors to open here, but most of them are locked.
First, go to the left one, leading to the Bathroom.

10-Bathroom
Touch the Painting on the top-right wall (behind the curtain). You
can also take the Candle hidden next to the toilet.
[ere are 2 medications in the locked drawer, but you need to read the
riddle in the Parents’ room first.]



Go back to Corridor 4, and now open the left yellow door, leading to
the Parents’ room.

11-Parents’ room
ere are 2 keys to take on the pillars. If you take the right one first,
the pillars will break and the other key will fall in the midlle of the
red light, which can hurt the boy.
So take the left key first (Small silver key), and then the Large silver
key on the other pillar.
[Under the shadow, there is a piece of paper with a riddle, allowing you
to open the drawer in the bathroom. ere is also a leg of the Teddy bear,
on the floor (bnotto-right part), in the Alterated mansion.]
Back to the Corridor 4 again. You can now open the bottom-right
door with the Large silver key, leading to the Yellow room.

12-Yellow room
Just go and take the Large key on the floor.
e floor will collapse, and you will fall directly in the Vestibule.

13-Vestibule
Touch the last Painting on the floor (bottom-left). e riddle 2 is now
completed !
Take the Silver key in the left open cabinet.
You can unlock the right door (leading to the Hall), but leave by the
top door, leading to Corridor 2 again.
Now the corridor is back to normal, you can open the top door to
enter the Living room.

14-Living room
Here, the only important thing to do right now is to read the Book
on the table (in the middle of the room). is will allow you to pass
the miror in the Bathroom, on the 2nd floor.
[e is a Candle on the table, a Leg of the Teddy bear in a drawer (top),



a Map of the 1st floor hidden behind the rack (bottom-right), and a Book
passage on the shelves (bottom).]
You can unlock the right door, leading to the Dining room.

Now you have to go up to the 2nd floor again, in the Bathroom.
Look at the miror. After you read the book, you can now choose to
«close your eyes». e miror will desapear, and a big hole allow you
to go to the next room...

CAREFULL: 2nd BOSS HEAD!

15-Observatory
After the dialogue, you have to fight the second
boss of the game : Uncle Henri.

Basically he is similar to the first one, except he
will devide in 3. So you have to kill the three of
them. He will be helped by some shadows of
course, and symboles on the floor may hurt the
boy, so try to avoid them.

After the boss, you will have to challenge the se-
cond Boss Riddles.
See the concerned section for the answers.

-----------------------

Now you can exit by the bottom path of the ob-
servatory, leading you to the Garden.

16-Garden
When try to cross the garden to reach the exit
(at the top), the Stranger will block your way,



once again.

--------------------------Path Riddle 3--------------------------
e three symbol appear in the Garden, surrounding a boy. You have
to find their «resonance», hidden in other parts of the mansion, and
to complete them.
First, you have to find a Paintbrush and Red Ink.
e Paintbrush can be found in the Red room, in a drawer (top-right
cabinet).
e Red ink is located in the bottom-left box, in the Living room.
Warning: if you just «touch» the Symbols on the wall, instead of using
Paintbrush, it will trigger some trap.

Now you have these 2 tools, you can go to complete the three sym-
bols:
- Symbol 1 : in the Corridor 4.
- Symbol 2 : in the Parents’ room.
- Symbol 3 : in the Corridor 5.
e 2 first symbols can be access easily.
To reach the Corridor 4, you need the Large key (that you found on
the floor of the Yellow room). Go to the Stockroom, and open the
door (bottom-right part). It leads to some Stairs, that lead to Corri-
dor 4.

----------------------End of Path Riddle 3----------------------

After you complete the Symbols, the path is clear to cross the Gar-
den.
[ere is a Leg of Teddy bear, hidden behind a tree.]
Exit by the top hole, leading to the Study.

17-Study
ere are many items to take, but basically only two are needed to
keep going: the Old rusty key (on the left shelves), and the Batte-



ries, locked in the drawer (right cabinet). You have to answer a rid-
dle to open the drawer...
e riddle is given directly on the drawer. e answer is : 15 .
[Look at the map of the Study to see what other item you can get here.]

Now you want to access the basements. e entrance is hidden be-
hind the boxer, on the bottom part of the Garden. But you will need
a Large firecracker for that, and also a Lighter with some gaz in it.
To get the Large firecracker, go to the Green room, and look into the
Toy chest.
To get the Lighter, you have to enter the Alterated mansion (with
the smoke in the Hall), and go to the Kitchen. It is in the open dra-
wer. en you have to charge it, by killing some ennemies (some will
give you some gaz to fill the lighter).

After you get the 2 needed items, go to examine the boxes in the
Garden, and destroy them...

Warning: once you enter the Basements, you won’t be able
to come back in the Normal mansion. When you will come

back, it will turn into the Silent mansion. So you should fi-
nish to explore all the area you want to explore now

(though most of the area will still be accessible in the Silent
mansion).

18-Basements
Go through the corridor and enter the room at then end (use the
Old rusty key).
In the room, after the dialogue, you just have to exit by the hole crea-
ted in the wall.
[It’s you’re only chance to take the Video tape, a dangerous item that lower
Defense, but allow you to access to some bonus.]



CAREFULL: 3rd BOSS HEAD!

e third boss is a Walking Nightmare. He is a bit different, because
you don’t fight him. On the contrary, you just have to escape from
him! e problem is, the place is a bit like a labyrinth, and the exit is
locked with a riddle. To answer the riddle, you have to find some tips
by defeating the shadows in the places. But you must also try to
avoid the other nightmares...
ere is no specific answer to the riddle, because the number are
chosen randomly.
Follow the map below to find the exit, and the shadows (but note
that they are moving, as they will try to attack the boy).

e riddle :
ere were 19 of us in the beginning.
Shadow 1 : Maurice killed X.
Shadow 2 : Alain killed W.
Shadow 3 : Maryse saved Y from Norbert.
Shadow 4 : Norbert wanted to kill Z.
How many are still alive ?
e answer is = 19-X-W-Z+Y

Once you open the exit, you will be back into the basement room.
You have to face the third Boss Riddle here.
After the recollection, you will finally enter the Silent mansion...

19-Silent mansion
e Silent mansion is basically similar to the Normal one, except
that a hole connects now the Study with the Corridor 1, and a hole
appeared in the left door in Corridor 4, allowing you to reach the
Stockroom 2.



Boss 3
Map of the basements

Start

Shadow 1

Shadow 2

Shadow 3

Shadow 4

Exit



ere are many things to do (see the Sub-quests section), but your
only objective is to go back to the Observatory, where awaits you the
Fourth boss.
But be aware that after this boss, it will be a run to the end of the
game. So do everything you want to complete, and then enter the
Observatory (by the stairs in the Garden, or the hole in the Ba-
throom).

CAREFULL: 4th BOSS HEAD!

For this boss, the objective is to tranfert the feelings of each cha-
racters to the others one. But there is also a Nightmare running after
you, and the characters are switching there positions sometimes.



And the time is limited, so you have to hurry!
Refer to the picture to see the good answer.

After you succeed, you have to solve the 4th Boss Riddle, before en-
tering the Nowhere...

20-Nowhere
In this place, there is no more logical, and all the room have been
mixed up. You have to find the exit in a limited time, but it’s a giant
labyrinth.
To reach the exit, follow the red path on the map of the Nowhere.
ere are some items to take (the most important is the Maya’s mes-
sage), and you can also meet some Lost Spectres. ey are not enne-



mies ! If you talk to them and give them a Candle, the last boss will
be weaker. ere are 4 Lost Spectres to meet, but only one is on the
direct way.
Once you reach the Corridor 2, just take the key on the floor and
open the door leading to the Church.
[Once you’re in the Corridor 2, before you exit the Nowhere, you can take
the bottom door, leading to the Vestibule. Here you will find a flower and
a Pot of ink. en exit the Vestibule by the top door, to go back to the Cor-
ridor 2.]

CAREFULL: LAST BOSS HEAD!

21-e Church
It’s time for the last battle !
After a dialogue, 3 spectres will appear to block your way. e boy
has to fight againts him-self to unlock the last secret !

Bascialy, the 3 Unconcious will first move randomly, and attack so-
metimes. But if 1 or 2 of them are destroyed, the others ones will
rush to attack the boy. Plus, some Nightmares will appear after you
defeated 2 of the Unconcious.
Each Unconcious has its own behavior and weakness.

For each Boss, the effects of the Lost Spectres (if you gave them a
Candle) are specified between [].
For each Lost Spectre you comforted, the corresponding boss will be
weaker (attack). e last Lost Spectre, in the Corridor 3, will lower
the resistance of ALL the boss.

ere is no specific order to defeat these 3 boss, but it may be better
to take down first MIND, then FLESH, and SOUL in the end.



SOUL [Lost Spectre: in the Yellow room.]
He is almost always protected against the boy’s attack.
Will rush to attack the boy if the 1 other is defeated. He
will also become stronger.
HE CANNOT DIE IF MIND IS STILL ALIVE.

How to hurt him: When he attacks, its protection will
break 2 [or 4s] seconds before the attack. But when his at-
tack starts, it’s too late. Its protection will be back.

FLESH [Lost Spectre: in the Green room.]
He is almost always protected against the boy’s attack.
Will rush to attack the boy if the 2 others are defeated.

He will also become stronger.

How to hurt him: When he attacks, its protection will
break 2 seconds before the attack, and will remain down

2s [or 4s] after the attack.

MIND [Lost Spectre: in the Yellow room.]
He doesn’t have any defense, so it’s easier to touch him.
He has the highest resistance and the strongest attack.
Will rush to attack the boy if the 2 others are defeated.

How to hurt him: Whenever you can reach him, but be
careful of his attacks.
If you defeat him, 3 Nightmares will appear !

After you beat the 3 of them, you can finaly reach the last room of
the mansion: the Hospital room.



22-Hospital room
is is where you will meet Maya...
But you will also have to challenge the last Boss Riddle. Go to see
the riddle section for the answers.

After a last dialogue, you will be able to see the Ending. Depending
on your actions, you will get a Bad or a Good ending, and maybe
some bonus scenes (see the Ending section for the details).

And once you’re back in the main screen, you can start a New Game+
to try to complete the game 100%...

e End.





DETAILS OF EACH ROOM

note : this part gives for each room a map, the item localization and some
of the optional events.
For a description of each item, refer to the Item Table section and also
Sub-quests section.

Items/events written in blue are only accessible in the Alterated Man-
sion.

Items/events written in red are only accessible in the Silent Mansion.

Text between [ ] indicates special conditions/keys to open the doors.

Text between ( ) indicates path/doors to other part of the mansion.



List of the rooms:

Attic 2
Basement room

Basthroom
Corridor 1
Corridor 2
Corridor 3
Corridor 4
Corridor 5

Dining room
Garden

Hall
Kitchen

Living room
Parent’s room

Room of the boy
Room (green)

Room (red)
Room (Yellow)

Stockroom
Stockroom 2

Study
Vestibule

Note : some rooms do not figure here, because there are no item to get,
or because there is only one thing to do (like talking with a character) :
attic, outdoor, Maya’s room.



[behind the boxes]
Candle

[under the shadow]
Hospital bracelet

Unconcious

Bloodstain

(stairs -> stockroom 2)

Attic 2

(hole -> garden)

Video tape

Basement room



Candle

[ Riddle 2 ]
Painting

(door -> corridor 4)

[Behind the mirror]
(hole -> observatory)

[locked in the drawer]
Medication

Bathroom



[becomes a hole]
(hole -> study)

[locked from the other side]
(door -> hall)

[small golden key]
(door -> kitchen)

(door -> dining room)

Corridor 1

[unlocked after Riddle 2]
(door -> living room)

[Large Carved key]
(door -> Chruch)

(door -> hall)

[locked from the other side]
(door -> vestibule)

Corridor 2



Music box

(door -> study)

Henri’s letter

[ Riddle 3 ]
Symbol

candle

(door -> hall)

Corridor 3



(door -> parents’ room)

(hole -> stockroom 2)

[large silver key]
(door -> yellow room)

(stairs -> hall)

[cannot be openned]

(door -> bathroom)

(stairs -> hall)

[silver key]
(door -> green room)

[small silver key]
(door -> red room)

Corridor 4



[ Riddle 3 ]
Symbol

(door -> boy’s room)

Historical paragraph

[ blocked by subconcious ]
[aswer given by Unconcious in Attic 2]

(stairs -> attic)

[small black key]
(door ->Maya’s room)

Lisa

(door -> stairs)

Corridor 5



(door -> corridor 1)

[under a shadow]
Bloodstain

Note from Maya

[locked from the other side]
(door -> living room)

Flower

Smoke

Eye of teddybear

Flower

[in the drawer]
Small golden key

Dining room



(hole -> study)

Mathieu

Flower

Flower

[easy mode] Flower

(stairs -> observatory)

Leg of Teddy bear

Pot of ink

[easy mode] Flower

[easy mode] Flower

[behind the boxes]
(hole -> basements)

[easy mode] Smoke

Bloodstain

Garden



(stairs -> corridor 4)

[cannot be opened]

(door -> corridor 2)

Smoke

[locked from the other side]
(door -> vestibule)

(door -> kitchen)

(door -> corridor 1)
Nathan

[cannot be opened]

(door -> corridor 3)

Hall



(door -> corridor 1)

Candle

(door -> hall)

Lighter

[in the drawer]
Flashlight

Kitchen



Leg of Teddy bear

Candle

Bloodstain

Book (to read)

Lisa

[ Riddle 3 ]
Red ink

(door -> corridor 2)

(door -> dining room)

Book passage

Map of the 1st floor

Living room



Large silver key

[ under the shadow ]
Note (riddle of the

drawer in the bathroom)

(door -> corridor 4)

Small silver key

[ Riddle 3 ]
Symbol

Bloodstain

Smoke

[cannot be openned]

Teddy bear’s leg
(exist also in the Silent mansion)

Parents’ room



Bloodstain

[under the carpet]
(trapdoor -> stockroom)

Flower

Diary + Ink pots

Unknown photo

Pot of ink

Flower

[cabinet key]
Book of memories

[locked from the other side]
(door -> corridor 5)

Room of the boy



[in the toy chest]
Large firecracker

Flower

[on the bed]
Cabinet key

[under the shadow]
Candle

(door -> corridor 4)

Pierre
Pot of ink

Room (Green)



(door -> corridor 4)

Flower

[ Riddle 3 ]
Paintbrush

Bloodstain

Lyrics

Flower

Room (Red)



Mathieu

[after you took the key]
Smoke

Large key

(door -> corridor 4)

Room (Yellow)



[ riddle 2 ]
Painting

Pierre

Candle

[under the shadow]
Flower

(door -> outside)

Map of the 2nd floor

[large key]
(door -> stairs)

Stockroom



[locked in the drawer]
Pot of ink

(hole -> corridor 4)

(stairs -> attic 2)

John

[need the lyric’s of red room]
Unconcious blocking the way

Stockroom 2



Jeanne’s letter

Old rusty key

Article piece

Eye of teddy bear

Pot of ink

(hole -> garden)

[locked drawer]
Batteries

[Common key]
(door -> corridor 3)

( hole -> corridor 1 )

Study



(door -> corridor 2)

[ riddle 2 ]
Painting

John

Flower

(door -> hall)

[in the coat’s pocket]
Silver key

Vestibule







RIDDLES

is section gives the quick answers for the boss riddles and optional rid-
dles. e Path Riddles answers are given directly into the Walkthrough
section.

1-Boss Riddles

--- BOSS 1 ---
- Marise and Jo: 25yo
- Julien and his family: 4 brothers
- Watches of Pierre and Mathieu: 6pm [french version: 18h]

--- BOSS 2 ---
- Water lilies : 16 days
- Lucile and her family : 2 boys
- Marise and her pets : 6 dogs

--- BOSS 3 ---
- Maya and maths: 16
- Successive shopping: 20 coins
- e age of the boy: 3yo

--- BOSS 4 ---
- Rachel and the cinema: 9 people
- Julien and sweeties: 4 candies
- Nathan's gift: 620 coins



--- FINAL BOSS ---
Every boy gives you the same riddle as one of the previous boss, so
the answers are the same.
en each boy gives you a tips to answer the main question (about
the cats).
How you should think :

- In the beginning, David had X cats (number given by Disdain).
ese cats have been separted between Emma (Y) and Jonatan (Z).
So : X = Y + Z

- Maëlisse had A cats (number given by Misery).
She also get though from Jonatan.
But Emma killed as much cats as she had (tips given by Selfishness).
So she has B left.
And : B = A + Z - Y

- en David took back all the cats of Maëlisse (B).
In the end, he has as much cats as he had from the beginning.
So B = X.

e answer we want to know is the number of Emma's cat (Y).
With every tips we have, we can deduce:
B = X = A + Z - Y = A + (X - Y) - Y
So: A = 2 x Y

-->> THE ANSWER IS THEN SIMPLE: Y = A / 2

So to find the answer, just go to see Misery.
He tells you how much cats has Maëlisse (A).
And we now Emma (Y) had half that much cats....
(the other tips are only given to make the riddle more complicated...!)



2-Optional riddles

-Bathroom: locked drawer (-> to get the Medication)
To open the drawer, you have to find the tips written on a piece of
paper, under the shadow of the Parent’s room.

e answer is: 279

-Stockroom 2: locked drawer (-> to get a Pot of ink)
e riddle is given directly on the drawer.

e answer is: 2341

-Corridor 5: the Unconcious (-> to access the Attic)
To answer the question (the age of the Teddy bear), you have first to
talk to the Unconcious in the Attic 2.
He will tell you about the X birthday of the boy (when he got his
teddy bear), Y years ago (these numbers are random).

e answer is then just the number of years since this birth-
day (Y).





TABLE OF ITEMS

1- Keys

name location utility

Small golden key
Dining room,

in a drawer
kitchen door
(corridor 1)

Cabinet key
Green room,
on the bed

cabinet door
(room of the boy)

Large key
Yellow room,
on the floor

door of the stairs
(stockroom)

Large carved key
[Nowhere] Corridor 2,

on the floor
outside door
(corridor 2)

Silver key
Vestibule,

in left open cabinet
door of green room

(corridor 4)

Large silver key
Parents’ room,

on the left pillar
door of yellow room

(corridor 4)

Small silver key
Parents’ room,

on the right pillar
door of red room

(corridor 4)

Old rusty key
Study,

on the shelves.
door of the basements

Small black key
Attic,

given by the Unconcious.
door of Maya’s room

(corridor 5)

Common key
Maya’s room,

given by the Unconcious.
door of corridor 3

(study)



2- General items

name location effect

Diary
Room of the boy

(on the table)
To write your story...

Unknown photo
Room of the boy

(on the table)
Max Mind : +5

Book of memories
Room of the boy
(in the cabinet)

No special effet.

Map of the 2nd floor
Stockroom

(between boxes)
Half of the mansion map.

Note from Maya
Dining room
(on the table)

Max Mind : +2

Lighter
Kitchen

(on the gas stove)
Allow you to light the

candles.

Flashlight
Kitchen

(in the open drawer)
Can do some light.

Lyrics
Red room

(on the bed)
To access attic 2 in the

tower.

Paintbrush
Red room

(in a drawer)
To complete the symboles

of riddle 3.

Large firecracker
Green room

(in the toy chest)
To destroy the boxes in

the garden.

Medication (x2)
Bathroom

(in the locked drawer)
Restore your Mind (15%)

Music box
Corridor 3

(on the florr)
Mind+10 / Max Mind+10

Unlock the last scene.

Map of the 1st floor
Living rroom

(behind the rack)
Hald of the mansion map.

Red ink
Living rroom

(in a box)
To complete the symboles

of riddle 3.

Batteries
Study

(in the locked drawer)
To be able to use the

flashlight.

Video tape
Basement room

(on the floor)
Lower the boy’s defense.

Hospital bracelet
Attic 2

(under the shadow)
Lower defence, increase

attack.

Lucky charm
Hall, Silent mansion

(answer Nathan’s riddle)
Increase the boy’s

defense.



3- Teddy bear’s parts

part location

Eye Dining room, behind the boxes

Eye Study, on a shelf.

Leg Parents’ room, on the floor

Leg Living room, in the drawer.

Leg Garden, on the floor (behind a tree)

Leg Attic 2, given by the Unconcious.

location

Stockroom, on the floor.

Kitchen, in a drawer.

Green room, under the Shadow.

Bathroom, next to the toilets.

Corridor 3, on the floor.

Living room, on the table.

Attic 2, behind the boxes.

4- Candles



5- Characters’ description

item location

Henri’s Letter [->Henri] Corridor 3, in the bushes.

Book passage [-> Shadows] Living room, on the bottom shelves.

Historical paragraph [-> William] Corridor 5, in the boxes.

Jeanne’s letter [-> Jeanne] Study, on the book shelf.

Article piece [-> Parents] Study, in a book on the floor.

Maya’s message [-> Stranger] [Nowhere] Study, on the desk.

After resolving the Marbles riddle
[-> Friends]

[Silent mansion] Hall, talk to Nathan.

6- Pots of ink [to save the game]

location

Room of the boy (on the table) : 10 (easy mode) or 4 (normal mode).

[Alterated] Green room (on the floor).

[Alterated ]Room of the boy (on the table).

[Alterated] Garden (behind the statue).

[Alterated] Study (on the floor).

Stockroom 2 (in the locked drawer).

[Nowhere] Vestibule (on the floor).







SUB-QUESTS

ese quests are not needed to finish the game. But they can unlock some
special feature (bonus ending, special items...)

1-Complete the Teddy bear
In the beginning of the game, your Teddy bear is very incomplete. It
miss 6 parts: 2 eyes and 4 legs.
To find each part, see the Item tables.

ere are 2 reasons to search for the parts:
- the end of the game depends on how much parts you found. If

you found 4 parts or more, you will get the Good ending. Otherwise,
you will get the Bad ending.

- if you find every part, you will get the complete Teddy bear. is
will increase your Will power, and also makes your attacks more effi-
cient. Instead of attacking in only 1 direction, your power will reach
the enemies in every directions (i.e. in your back or sides). en it be-
comes more easier to fight multiple shadows at once!

2-e blood ritual and the Hospital bracelet
e Hospital bracelet is an important item that unlock the very last
bonus scene at the end of the game. It is also the only way to know
the real name of the boy.
e bracelet is hidden in the Attic 2, under a very dark Shadow. To
clear this shadow, you cannot use the candles in a normal way to
weaken the shadow. Instead, you have to perform a Blood ritual.

To begin the ritual, go first in the Study and read the book on this
subject. Once you read the book, you can visit each Blood stain and



light a Candle on them. ere are 7 blood stain:
- Room of the boy
- Dining room
- Garden
- Living room
- Parents’ room
- Red room
- Attic 2

After you put a candle on each Blood stain, you can try to clear the
Shadow in Attic 2, and take the Hospital bracelet.

-> Doing so, you unlocked the Hospital ending.

[Note that the Bracelet will lower your defense, but increase you Will.]

After you completed the quest, you better take back at least 4
Candles, if you want to use them in the Nowhere to give them to
Lost Spectres (allowing you to weaken the last boss).

3-e Music box
e Music box unlock a bonus ending scene. It reveals where and
what is the «treasure» that anyone is looking for.
is item is on the floor of the Corridor 3, but to reach it you have
to open a door on the Study, locked with a Common key.

To obtain the key:
- in the Silent mansion, go to Attic 2 and talk to the Unconcious. He

will give you the age of the Teddy bear.
- go to Corridor 5, talk to the Unconcious and give him the age of

the Teddy bear.
- go up to the Attic, and get the Small black key.
- go to Maya’s room (open the door in the Corridor 5 with the key

you just got).



- listen the story to the end, and you will get the Common key.
- go to the Study, unlock the door leading to Corridor 3, and there

get the Music box.

e Music box increase the boy’s Mind : +10.
-> Doing so, you also unlocked the Treasure ending.

4-e Lucky charm
is item will increase the boy’s defense.
You can get it by talking to Nathan, in the Hall of the Silent mansion.
But you have to answer a riddle first, and you only have ONE chance.
If you give the wrong answer, Nathan will desapear...

To answer the riddle, you have to collect the (random) tips from each
other friend, hiding in some rooms of the mansion. eir positions
are random, each one can be on one of the two places list bellow:

- Lisa: Corridor 5 or Living room.
- Mathieu: Garden or Yellow room.
- John: Stockroom 2 or Vestibule.
- Pierre: Green room or Stockroom.

Now, each friend gives you some tips:
- Lisa: she has L marbles. And Mathieu lost X marbles but he doesn’t

know.
- Mathieu: he has M marbles, but they do not belong to him.
- John: he has J marbles. He lent Y to Pierre, but they didn’t be-

long to him.
- Pierre: he has P marbles (but they do not all belong to him). In-

cluding the marbles that Nathan will give him, he will have Z mar-
bles belonging to him.

- Nathan: He has N marbles. He lent marbles to Mathieu. John’s
marbles are half his, half Nathan’s. He also need to give some (x) to



Pierre.
e question is: how many marbles Nathan will own in the end?

First, we have to deduce x by the total number of marbles pierre
should have in the end: P-Y+x=Z -> x=Z-P+Y

en, we have to determine all the marbles that Nathan should col-
lect :

- he already has: N
- half of the total number of John’s: (J+Y)/2
- all the Mathieu’s marbles (including the one he lost): M+X
- the one Nathan needs to give to Pierre: x (=Z-P+Y)

So the total number of marbles Nathan should have is :

Total= N + (J+Y)/2 + M + X - x

Total= N + (J+Y)/2 + M + X - Z + P - Y

And this is the answer to give to Nathan to collect the Lucky Charm.

-> Doing so, you also unlocked the Description of each friend.







ENDINGS and NEW GAME+

1-Good / Bad endings
ere are 2 main endings: the Good one and the Bad one.
Ie depends on the number of parts from the Teddy bear you get. If
you found more than 4 parts, you will get the Good ending. Other-
wise, you will get the Bad ending.

Bad ending: the boy choose to die. You cannot scene any bonus
scene, even if you completed the side-quests.



Good ending «Awakening» : the boy choose to live. It allows you
to get extra bonus scenes too.
e good ending has 2 variants: «leave» and «murder». e second
one if obtained if you took the Video tape on the way (in the base-
ment room).

-> Leave: the boy just leaves to start a new life.
-> Murder: the boy chooses to go back to the mansion to murder

his family...

2-Bonus endings
After the Good ending (either Leave or Murder), 2 bonus scenes can
be access: the Treasure and the Hospital.

Treasure: takes place just after the Good ending. If you found the
Music box, you will see the boy going to take the «treasure», and you
will finally know what it is...

Hospital: takes place after the Credits. If you found the Hospital
bracelet, you will see the Stranger talking to the boy in the hospital.
He will give him his name, and explain the reason he introduced the
boy’s mind.

Once you completed the game, you reach a Results screen. here
you can save, and unlock a new start screen, with 2 new op-

tions: New Game+ and Bonus.

3-Bonus
In the bonus screen, you can listen to every music of the game, and
see again every Recollection you unlocked. If you got the Bad en-
ding, all the Good ending scenes will be locked.



On the contrary, if you got the Good ending, you can see the scenes
you unlock (meaning that if you didn’t unlock the Treasure or Hos-
pital scenes, they will be locked). You can also watch the Bad ending,
even if you got the Good ending.

4-New game+
If you start a new game+, there will be some improvements.

First, in a Normal mode only, you can get an Assassin’s armor in the
beginning of the game. It will strongly increase you attack power,
and also the defense.

e detection of the items will show you where the items are hiden.

e hole allowing you to access the Stockroom 2 (in the Corridor 4)
will appear just after the second boss. So you can get all the parts of
the Teddy bear earlier in the game, and fight more easily. You can
also complete other sub-quest sooner.

You will be able to see a Map in the Nowhere, showing you the way
to follow.
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